The States Of Hypnosis Beyond SOMNAMBULISM That Make You Effective, Confident & Sought After

with Ines Simpson, BCH, CI and Ted Robinson, CH

The Esdaile state of deep hypnosis was originated in the mid 1800s by Scottish surgeon James Esdaile working in India. At that time chemical anesthesia was unavailable.

Esdaile was able to condition his patients into an extremely deep state of hypnosis and perform hundreds of surgical procedures painlessly. Beyond the obvious benefits of painless surgery, patients recovered from their procedures faster and with fewer complications than those who did not use hypnosis. This deep hypnotic state seemed to have a direct impact on healing.

One characteristic of the Esdaile State (hypnotic coma) is the profound inability of the client to communicate with the hypnotist… UNTIL NOW. Ines Simpson has recently discovered an effective way of communicating with clients in this extremely deep hypnotic state, thus being able to give instructions and receive responses. For the first time, this new technique allows the client to confirm what’s going on inside himself.

In this 2-day course, you will learn this groundbreaking technique and get to understand it completely so you can begin using it with your clients immediately. You will be able to achieve the Esdaile State and communicate with the client, using ideomotor signals, to achieve the client’s goals. Regardless of what the client’s presenting issue may be, these techniques can be used to bring about rapid and lasting change.

This is one of the most interesting and useful courses available today. In this extraordinary course, you will first learn how to bring clients into the deepest states of hypnosis, while at the same time being able to communicate with them. That is important because it allows you to monitor and evaluate your clients’ needs and directions to make deeper changes - effortlessly. You will also learn to determine how available each client is to accepting various modalities and if they are going to work - in advance. This technique holds the promise of revolutionizing the entire field of hypnosis.

This is the first time this many techniques have been synthesized into a cohesive protocol that already has a great track record of success. Best yet, you can learn to do all these things in a 2 days’ training. If you already know how to do basic hypnosis, this protocol will supercharge your abilities to help others in your practice. Don’t miss this opportunity to improve your abilities and your practice exponentially.

You Will Learn . . .

◆ How to deepen clients to the Esdaile Level and beyond.
◆ How to maintain active communication with your client - even in the coma state of hypnosis.
◆ A new way to deepen clients to Esdaile and below by using their own superconscious mind.
◆ How to reverse clients’ direction and take them to the highest levels of hypnosis.
◆ New ways to utilize the highest levels of hypnosis naturally to assist every client’s development.
◆ A way to travel from one extreme to the other almost instantly and benefit from both extremities.
◆ How to utilize this new protocol in your own practice.
◆ You will also be given an intro to Emotional Freedom Technique and learn how to use it to remove all resistance to change within yourself and each client.

Pre-requisites needed to take this course:

◆ Understanding The theories of Hypnosis and the mind
◆ Preferably knowing the Elman induction or at least knowing of the induction
◆ Please bring a business card or equivalent with your email address and info

*All participants registered for the full NGH 2013 Convention are eligible for a $50 discount on each Pre/Post course
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*Tuition: $375
Session begins at 9 am
AGENDA

- Introduction to presenters
- History of Esdaile and how the protocol developed
- Methods and pre-talk to allow your client to avail themselves of these deep and high states
- Seeing How to get a client to go to Esdaile and Beyond
- Getting you to experience the levels of Esdaile and Beyond
- Learning the steps that must always be used in the order of usage and what can be allowed to change to allow your own intuitive process
- Ideomotor responses and how to train the brain and mind to use them
- How to let the mind lead the session
- How to show the client they are in those deep and high states and validating them to be recognized by the conscious mind
- Questions to ask the higher mind
- Different methods of changework
- Bringing it all together
- Validating issue has been resolved
- Teaching self-hypnosis to all the levels
- Practice and participation with Q&A

Take home materials:
You will receive a manual that takes you through protocol step-by-step. You also receive a DVD of a session done in the Esdaile state and presenting some of the other states that are available. The manual has been set up so you can make notes along the way. You also get a separate outline you can use to do the protocol in practice or with clients.

What People Are Saying:

“Both Ines and Ted work so beautifully together. They are sharing a technique that we all as hypnotists need to embrace. This is real powerful stuff and can be used in every practice.”
—Elizabeth Marian Kilkenny

“Excellent. The conscious mind of today’s hypnotist create the subconscious of the next generation.”
—Ernest VanDenBossche

“Thank you so much for this amazing class. Working in this manner has change my life and, both my personal transformation and my work with clients. I can’t say enough good things about this work and about what a fabulous and effective teacher Ines Simpson is.”
—Ellen Asherah

“Thank you for such a comprehensive and experiential workshop. I look very forward to implementing this protocol and I will keep in touch!”
—Karen Day

“Wonderful technique, I can’t wait to use it. I already have several clients in mind that his would be really helpful for. I loved experiencing it.”
—Jo-Anne Eadie

“I am looking forward to incorporating this technique into my practice. This is an inspired work. Thank you!”
—Glenda Horning

Ines Simpson, BCH, CI, joined the faculty of the National Guild of Hypnotists in 2005 and continues to experiment and push the envelope on her knowledge and what hypnosis can do that we haven’t thought of yet. She first hypnotized someone at the age of ten. Ines grew up, got married and worked at everything from the hospitality industry to commercial fishing on Canada’s west coast. In the late 90s, her mother took a hypnosis course and the light bulb went on as we say! She continued to take training and still continues every year to add knowledge to her data bank.

Ted Robinson is a CH since 1999, an Instructor for the NGH since 2001 and a contributor to the NGH Quarterly The Journal of Hypnotism for 4 years, an Interfaith Minister, an Emotional Freedom Technique instructor and a Reiki Master. He’s also a criminal defense trial lawyer for over 37 years. He has a talent for using a non-verbal free-style induction into hypnosis using Presence and then brings people into the Esdaile level as taught by co-presenter, Ines Simpson. Ted lives in Hempstead, NY where he maintains a healing practice and shoots a live Cable TV show weekly.

Teleseminar
Sunday, July 28th - 9 pm eastern
www.budurl.com/simpson2013

Register Online Today! - Click Here

*All participants registered for the full NGH 2013 Convention are eligible for a $50 discount on each Pre/Post course